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The good, the bad and the 

non confrontational.

Check Scaling
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The Good



Log Haul and Scaling Standards

1) Everything involved in the log haul and scaling 
of logs always goes according to the plan.

2) There is an infinite amount of time to carry out 
these plans.

3) The weather  will always completely cooperate 
to ensuring the completion of the plans.

The Bad



Traditionally  a check scale is an unannounced 
visit from a scale authority where a sample  
load, or 8 loads in some regions, are rescaled by 
a check scaler.  The gross and net volume 
results are compared and if either of the 
volumes differ by an amount greater then the  
allotted percent, corrective actions are 
prescribed.  The traditional corrective measures 
taken are:
• Review the load with the scaler
• Replace the original scale volume with the 

corrected volume
• Repeat check scales are conducted
• A demerit system is used by the government 

in Western Canada: BC, Alberta, and 
Saskatchewan

The reality is that this 

system, well cumbersome, 

does eventually work.  

However, there are many 

factors that slow down the 

effectiveness of check 

scaling.



The challenge

Regardless of region

It is no secret that our industries 
experienced scalers, generally the ones who 
are sought out as check scalers, are retiring at 
a rate that is higher then new scaler’s entering 
the industry.

Leaving the quadrium of how to train 
novice scalers to be check scalers that are 
both informed and effective.

How can companies and government  
agencies ensure that their investment in the 
check scale is going to produce a productive 
and better informed scalers and check scalers.



Copy of a 
Alberta 
government 
check scale 
load 



The idea came to me when I was conducting a check scale in yard where review is NOT an 
option.  The sample yard only has room for 6 to 8 loads to be spread at a time and the 
scaler completes 6 to 8 samples in a day.  So how could I convey the issues in the load 
when review was not an option?  I decided to class the gross volume discrepancies into 
categories.

1. Diameter differs due to check 
scaler taking an X and Y measurement.

2. Diameter should be measured 
inside bark

3. No matching Diameter 4. Measurement differs on flare

5. Incorrectly recorded stem length



The difference between a 
scale and a check scale

Most of the data was 
already there

A notebook and pen





The final product consists of four 
sections:

• A volume summary shown in two 
different formats

• A detailed listing of where the 
discrepancies occurred

• Pictures taken of the load that 
correspond to the discrepancies

• A reference section



a more likely within tolerance check scale would have close to equal percent in 1 Class 
Smaller and 1 Class Larger.  This table in more in line with a Alberta Government check 
scale.

*This table
represents the
amount of
measurements
that varied from
the check scaler. A
perfect check scale
would have a
hundred percent in
the Same Class but
the probability of
that is unlikely,





Picture review



Gross Volume Summary
The confrontational



Defect and 
Deductions
Cubic scale allows for 
multiple was to apply 
deductions.  However there 
are similarities in all the 
scaling systems I reviewed 
when it comes to the 
application of deduction 
methods.

Multiple defects are 
commonly recorded under 
one deduction method.



Different  tables 
for deduction 
methods were 
categorized 
based on the 
impact  the 
defect had on the 
load.



The results

A learning document that 
can be used to help 
educate and train  the 
scaler as well as the any 
others who review it.



Questions?


